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Rose Of Honolulu.

Words and Music by
TOM ARMSTRONG.

Moderato.

Out in Honolulu where the palm trees grow,
Lives a sweet Hawaiian maid that.
I have heard the fellows rave of girlies fair,
But there isn't one of them with

loves me so,
And when the moon is softly shining,
She's the only flower in the garden,
She
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tell love's story all night long; Listening to the singing of the
is the only one Queen Bee; When I sip the honey from her

surf's wild roar, As it kissed the sands upon the golden shore,
lips divine, Every thing seems Paradise and all sunshine.

With my arms a-round her I'd sit and dream, While she sang Hawaiian songs,
I feel sad and lonesome When she's not near, She's the only one for me.

REFRAIN

She is the Rose of Honolulu, She's my Hawaiiana
wai-ian queen; Talk a-bout your Spanish maids or

Zu-lus, or girls from the Emerald Isle of Green;

She is a flower fresh and blooming, Plucked from the garden of love;

A-lo-a ma-i A-lo-a o-e, She is the rose of Honolulu, lu.
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